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Abstract A rich history of theoretical models in finance shows that speculation can
lead to overpricing and price bubbles. We provide evidence that, indeed, individual
speculative behavior fuels overpricing in (experimental) asset markets. In a first
step, we elicit individual speculative behavior in a one-shot setting with a novel
speculation elicitation task (SET). In a second step, we use this measure of speculative behavior to compose dynamic, continuous double auction markets in line
with Smith et al. (Econometrica 56(5):1119–1151, 1988). We find significant
higher overpricing in markets with traders who exhibited more speculative behavior
in the individual SET. However, we find no such differences in overpricing when
we test for alternative explanations, using a market environment introduced by Lei,
Noussair, and Plott (Econometrica 69(4):831–859, 2001) where speculation is
impossible. Taken together, our results corroborate the notion that speculation is an
important factor in overpricing and bubble formation if market environments allow
for the pursuit of capital gains.
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1 Introduction
Res tantum valet quantum vendi potest. (A thing is worth only what it can be
sold for.)
Glossa ordinaria by Accursius (c. 1183–c. 1260)
Price bubbles and crashes are prominent, recurring phenomena with famous
examples reaching from the Dutch tulip mania (1634–1637) and the South Sea
Bubble (1720) to the Dot-com Bubble (1995–2000) and the bursting of the U.S.
housing bubble (2007–2008). Despite considerable literature on price bubbles (see,
e.g., Brunnermeier 2008; Palan 2013; Scherbina and Schlusche 2014, for overviews), empirical evidence on their underlying mechanisms and drivers remains
elusive. One of the alleged drivers that regularly captures the attention of the media
is speculation, often defined as a trading strategy where investors seek capital gains
by holding an asset above its fundamental value (a ‘bubble asset’), because they
expect to sell it at an even higher price to another investor, often referred to as
‘greater fool’ (Kindleberger and Aliber 2005).1 A rich history of theoretical models
in finance (e.g., Brunnermeier 2008; Scherbina and Schlusche 2014) shows that
speculation can be a rational strategy and fuel asset bubbles where ‘‘investors can
rationally expect an asset price to move in one direction in the short run and in the
opposite direction in the long run’’ (De Long et al. 1990b, p. 394). Empirically,
however, it remains a challenge to identify and test for the influence of
speculation—or speculators—on bubble formation. As fundamental values are
generally not known in secondary data from financial markets, the joint-hypothesis
problem (Fama 1970, 1991) creates a serious challenge to the empirical
identification of price bubbles and hence the impact of speculation on the formation
of bubbles.
To tackle this joint-hypothesis problem, many studies make use of experimental
asset markets as here the fundamental value can be clearly defined (e.g., Bloomfield
and Anderson 2010), and, thus, a price deviation from the fundamental value can be
measured. For this reason the use of experiments as a test bed for financial theory in
general (e.g., Bossaerts and Plott 2002, 2004) as well as speculation in particular
(e.g., Plott and Agha 1983) has been well established. One approach to
experimentally investigate the role of speculation in bubble formation is by
1

Analogously, speculation also applies to shorting assets below fundamentals and to the emergence of
negative bubbles. For simplicity we focus on speculation in positive bubbles and on going long. Note that
this definition of speculation is less strict than ‘speculative overpricing’, which refers to prices that exceed
the most optimistic belief about the real value of the asset with prices even above the highest possible
cash flow of an asset. The latter is often used in rational bubble models with heterogeneous beliefs about
the fundamental value of an asset (e.g. Palfrey and Wang 2012). In both of our experimental settings,
however, the (sum of) expected dividends of the asset is known at all points in time; so there is no
possibility for heterogeneous beliefs on cash flows or fundamental values.
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exclusion. Do bubbles form even though speculation is excluded by design? In their
seminal paper, Lei et al. (2001, LNP) reconstruct the market environment of Smith
et al. (1988, SSW), in which subjects trade an asset that pays a stochastic dividend
each round and which is well-known to produce bubbles, but remove the ability to
speculate by limiting the role of each agent to be either a buyer or a seller.
Surprisingly, despite the complete elimination of the possibility to resell at a higher
price, LNP still observe large price deviations from fundamental prices and bubbles.
Although LNP provide strong evidence, by falsification, that speculation is not
essential to the formation of bubbles, they ‘‘do not claim that speculation does not
occur in asset markets of this type […].’’ (LNP, p. 834) In fact, it is still unclear,
whether and, if yes, how much speculation adds to bubble formation when trading is
possible.
To answer this question, and in the wake of LNP, a number of studies attempt to
identify specific trading patterns from experimental trading data ex-post (Haruvy
and Noussair 2006; Caginalp and Ilieva 2008; Haruvy et al. 2014; Baghestanian
et al. 2015). The model of De Long et al. (1990b) is commonly used to classify
market subjects into three types: rational speculators (RAs) look forward and trade
on (correctly) expected future price movements, while momentum traders (MMs)
look back and chase recent trends by extrapolation. Both RAs and MMs ignore any
differences between prices and fundamentals. In contrast, fundamental value traders
(FVs) only trade on current prices and fundamentals.2 Based on this classification,
differences in mispricing are attributed—across markets—to differences in the
distribution of traders’ types and—within markets—to the weight that different
trading strategies have over time in a bubble-crash pattern.3
Yet, it remains a challenge to identify the contribution of speculative behavior to
bubble formation. First, both RAs and MMs are very similar in their observed
trading behavior, because they only differ in their short-term, forward and backward
looking time horizons. This similarity in observed behavior makes it difficult to
disentangle the two trader types empirically. In fact, in a prototypical bubble-crash
pattern, the behavioral difference between RA and MM can only be measured in the
period at the peak of the bubble and one period thereafter.4 If a speculator errs and
2

Here we refer to the terminology and adaptation by Haruvy et al. (2014). Specifically, RAs anticipate
the next period’s price and increase (decrease) holdings if the price moves upwards (downwards). MMs
buy (sell) when the last two prices show an upward (downward) movement. FVs purchase (sell) when
today’s market prices are below (above) the fundamental value of the asset.

3

See, in particular, Haruvy and Noussair (2006), Haruvy et al. (2014) and Baghestanian et al. (2015).

4

Assume, for example, a bubble market where prices start at the fundamental value in Period 1, then
increase continuously until Period 14, where they peak and then monotonously decrease to the
fundamental value at the end of trading in Period 20. We start to categorize trading strategies in Period 3,
because we require two past prices, pt1 and pt2 , to define the demand for MMs. Following, e.g., Haruvy
and Noussair (2006) and Haruvy et al. (2014) any stock purchases in this period equally count toward
MM and RA, because pt1  pt2 [ 0 and ptþ1  pt [ 0. All other behavior is either FV or remains
unclassified. This continues until Period 14 where RAs for the first time show a different behavior than
MMs: RAs start selling their stock in (correct) anticipation of lower prices in Period 15 and in Period 16,
while MMs continue buying. However, after Period 16 both RAs and MMs sell into the crash until Period
19, where classification ends because of missing expected prices (to define RAs) in Period 20. Hence,
given sufficient trading data, the classification of RAs versus MMs is based on a behavioral difference of
only 2 out of 17 periods.
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exits the bubble only one or two periods before (or after) the peak, her trading
behavior would be either indistinguishable or wrongly classified as MM. Most
simulation models in the mentioned literature make sharp predictions based on RAs
with identical and accurate beliefs about future prices, which leaves little room for
error or for heterogeneity in the timing of a bubble exit. However, market timing is a
difficult task and uncertainty about the exit of others has been shown to support
bubbles even amongst speculators who are rational and collectively both wellinformed and well-financed (Abreu and Brunnermeier 2003). Hence, we cannot rule
out that at least some MMs are RAs in disguise. Ideally, we would want to identify
speculative behavior in the absence of momentum trading. Second, most trader
classification experiments administered the multi-period continuous double auction
market environment of Smith et al. (1988), which comes with highly dynamic,
endogenous, and path dependent price formation processes. There exists ample
evidence for a multitude of effects related to market feedback and dynamics in the
SSW design, which potentially confound speculative behavior in bubbles and thus
complicate the ex-post separation of trading strategies that aim to outwit others
(RA) from other rational (FV) and irrational (MM) approaches.5
We aim to provide evidence that individual speculative behavior is one of the
reasons why bubbles, or more precisely ‘‘overpricing’’, occurs. Before we proceed,
we would like to emphasize that the definition of a ‘‘bubble’’ is still controversially
discussed and that the empirical detection of price bubbles, even ex-post, is very
difficult as the exact fundamental value is unknown in archival data (e.g. Brunnermeier 2008). In the remainder of this paper we will therefore refer to overpricing,
instead of bubbles, and to specific measures that describe fundamentally unjustified
positive price deviations. However, whenever we refer to other studies on this topic,
as in this introduction, we follow the nomenclature of the authors and refer to
bubbles when they do.
To test whether individual speculative behavior is one of the reasons for
overpricing, we isolate speculative behavior ex ante in a much simpler setting, at the
individual level and without explicit market interaction in a novel speculation
elicitation task (SET). The SET measures speculative behavior of individuals with a
‘SET-score’: the higher a subject’s SET-score, the higher a trader’s speculative
behavior. Importantly, the SET-score cannot be influenced by momentum strategies
using past prices, because it is based on a one-shot game. Moreover, as subjects take
individual decisions in the SET, the SET-score excludes potentially confounding
effects of market feedback and dynamics. In a second step, we compose markets
along the previously elicited SET-score in order to analyze how markets with higher
or lower average speculative behavior affect price formation in the SSW design. We
observe greater positive price deviations from the fundamental value in high SETscore markets than in low SET-score markets. Finally, to exclude the possibility that
non-speculative factors, which may be correlated with the SET-score, cause the
observed overpricing, we administer the no-speculation environment of LNP
5

For example, LNP report that a lack of activity and boredom trades can play a role in the SSW design.
See Palan (2013) and Powell and Shestakova (2016) for comprehensive overviews of studies that identify
other factors, e.g., wealth changes, experience effects, and misinterpretations of past dividend draws (e.g.,
gambler’s fallacy).
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(instead of the SSW design) as a robustness check. As expected, we find no
difference in overpricing comparing the high SET-score to the low SET-score
markets in the LNP sessions. This corroborates the notion that the SET indeed
captures individual speculative behavior, and that this behavior at least partly
creates overpricing in the SSW design. By linking individual speculation with
overpricing, this paper mainly contributes to the extensive literature on bubbles in
experimental asset markets (Palan 2013), but also to empirical studies in financial
economics that focus on overpricing and price bubbles with archival data. It also has
a methodological contribution by providing the SET as a simple and quick-toadminister task for measuring speculative behavior.
The SET is based on the ‘bubble game’ introduced by Moinas and Pouget (2013).
In the bubble game, three traders consecutively buy and sell an asset to each other
that is commonly known to have zero fundamental value. At each point in the
sequence, an incoming trader chooses between either (1) accepting a buy offer at a
given price and offering it to the next trader in line at a higher price, or (2) rejecting
the buy offer, effectively leaving the current owner stuck with a worthless asset. The
last trader in the sequence cannot sell the asset anymore. Thus, when buying the
asset, traders speculate on being able to sell it to a next trader at a higher price.
Traders do not know their position in the market sequence but the price at which
they are offered the asset serves as a signal on their position; the higher the offer
price, the higher the probability of being last in the sequence.
Under common rationality, backward induction shows that no trader should buy
the asset and hence a positive price—or bubble—should never form. Moinas and
Pouget (2013), however, find substantial trading in their experiments and show that
buying into the bubble game solves an individual rationality condition: the utility of
buying is larger or equal to the utility of not buying, as long as the believed
probability of someone next in line buying is large enough. In fact, Moinas and
Pouget (2013) find support for a subjective Quantal Response Equilibrium model
(QRE, McKelvey and Palfrey 1995; Rogers et al. 2009) where traders depart from
the no-bubble Nash equilibrium based on the assumption of a less than perfect
payoff responsiveness of other traders. Hence, Moinas and Pouget (2013) claim that
‘‘quantal responses […] are important drivers of speculation’’ (abstract) and that the
bubble game provides ‘‘an experimental study of speculation’’ (title), where traders
buy bubble assets, because they believe that subsequent traders make mistakes.6
This finding is in line with the noise trader theory by De Long et al. (1990a), in
which traders buy bubble assets expecting to resell them to noise traders, and with
the simulation models used in the above mentioned experimental literature to
identify speculative trading patterns. Importantly, this rationale translates to
speculation in the SSW design, where ‘‘bubbles can occur when traders are
uncertain that future prices will track the fundamental value, because they doubt the
rationality of the other traders, and therefore speculate in the belief that there are

6

Moinas and Pouget (2013) also test other candidate models, notably the Analogy-Based Expectation
Equilibrium of Jehiel (2005) and the Cognitive Hierarchy Model of Camerer et al. (2004). They find that
particularly the latter model explains the observed behavior less well.
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opportunities for future capital gains.’’ (Lei et al. 2001, p. 832)7 Hence, with regard
to speculative rationale, there exists a direct link between bubbles in the SSW
design and in the bubble game (also see Moinas and Pouget (2013), e.g., on
p. 1515).8
With the SET we provide an experimental design that elicits the highest price a
trader is willing to buy for in the bubble game. The SET elicits buy decisions for all
possible prices and can therefore be seen as an extended, price-list version of the
original bubble game. In our experimental setting, every subject goes through a list
of all seven potential prices, starting at the highest possible price, and decides
whether to buy (and offer to sell for a higher price) or not. At the highest price a
subject is sure to be the last in line and cannot resell. Moving down the list, the first
price at which a subject is willing to buy the asset determines the SET-score. This
score can be interpreted as a measure for speculative behavior: following QRElogic, the higher the buying price, the higher the assumed error rates of others must
be for a trader’s individual rationality condition to be satisfied, or, in noise trader
terms, the higher the SET-score the more a trader is willing to speculate on the
existence of noise traders down the line.
To answer our main research question, we test whether the individual propensity
to speculate, as measured by the SET-score, affects overpricing in asset markets—in
particular, in the SSW design. Specifically, in each session we split the subject
population in SET-score tertiles and assign each tertile to one of three independent
but otherwise similar SSW markets.9 If individual speculative behavior affects
overpricing, we expect systematically higher overpricing in markets with high SETscores than in markets with low SET-scores. Note that subjects receive no
information about other traders’ SET-scores nor about the market composition
process. In doing so, we prevent any influence of the market composition on
subjects’ beliefs, which would confound our results. Note that this lack of
information about other trader types does not affect our predictions on overpricing,
because for speculative bubbles ‘‘it need not to be the case that irrational traders
actually exist, but only that their existence is believed to be possible’’ (LNP, p. 834).
Hence, in markets with many speculators (high SET markets) we expect traders to
feed on each other as they receive price signals that confirm their assumption of a
high resale value, while in markets with few or no speculators (low SET markets)
such a positive feedback loop will be less likely.10
7

A similar argument was offered by Plott (1991).

8

In both settings, backward induction coupled with full information on the fundamental value leads to a
no-bubble Nash equilibrium with prices at the fundamental value. Specifically, as in the SET, buying an
asset above the fundamental value in the SSW design should only be considered when the assumed
probability of reselling for a higher price in one of the subsequent periods is high enough to satisfy a
trader’s individual rationality condition. Accordingly, the thought process captured by the QRE can not
only be applied to the bubble game and the SET but also to speculative trading behavior in the SSW
design (and asset markets in general).

9

By assigning subjects to markets based on their SET-score we follow earlier studies that composed
markets according to trader characteristics to study overpricing and bubble formation, such as prior
market experience (Dufwenberg et al. 2005) or gender (Eckel and Füllbrunn 2015).

10

Also see, e.g., Stracca (2004) or Abreu and Brunnermeier (2003) for a similar argumentation.
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We find our main research question to be confirmed. First, we detect speculative
behavior in the SET; in particular, the SET-scores are sufficiently heterogeneous to
compose distinctly different markets. Second, markets with speculative traders fuel
overpricing; we find positive price deviations from the fundamental value to be
statistically and economically significantly higher in high SET-score markets than in
low SET-score markets. Third, we test whether our results are not driven by other,
non-speculative factors by administering the no-speculation environment of LNP.
As expected, the SET-scores have no influence on overpricing in LNP markets.
Hence, the SET does not elicit behavior that survives in the non-speculative
environment of LNP, such as risk-loving preferences or violation of dominance
(Moinas and Pouget 2013), but it does seem to measure some speculative rationale
(in line with, e.g., the QRE) that adds to overpricing in the SSW design. Overall, our
results corroborate the notion that speculation is an important factor in overpricing
and bubble formation if market environments allow for the realization of capital
gains.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we discuss the
experimental design. In Sect. 3 we present the main results, which we then discuss
conclusively in Sect. 4.

2 Experimental design
2.1 General setup and implementation
Each session consisted of three parts: in part one we elicited the SET-score, in part
two subjects participated in an asset market, and in part three we elicited
demographics, CRT (incentivized: Frederick 2005), and risk attitudes (incentivized: Holt and Laury 2002; not incentivized: Dohmen et al. 2005).11 In Sessions
S1–S6 (SSW sessions), subjects participated in the SSW design while in Sessions
S7–S9 (LNP sessions) students participated in a no-speculation market environment
in line with LNP.
A total of 178 students participated in the SSW sessions and an additional 86
subjects participated in the LNP sessions making for a total of 264 subjects over all
nine sessions. Each session lasted about 1 h and 45 min and the average earnings
per subject were 22.27 euros (SD 4.94). All payments were made in cash and in
private at the very end of the experiment. All tasks were computerized using z-Tree
(Fischbacher 2007) and subjects were recruited using ORSEE (Greiner 2004). SSW
sessions were conducted in the period from March to May 2014 and June 2017 and
LNP sessions were conducted from December to March 2015–2016. All sessions
were run at the NSM Decision Lab at Radboud University (Nijmegen, The
Netherlands).12

11

See online appendix, section A, B and C for detailed instructions.

12

Table A.1 in the online appendix provides descriptive statistics of the subjects in the experiment.
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Fig. 1 Sequence of the SET. Notes The first trader in line is offered to buy the asset at a randomly drawn
price P1 2 f100 ; 101 ; 102 ; 103 ; 104 g. When the first trader rejects, the game ends and all traders earn their
one euro initial capital. When the first trader accepts, the asset is offered to the second trader in the
sequence at a price P2 ¼ 10  P1 , i.e., P2 2 f101 ; 102 ; 103 ; 104 ; 105 g. When the second trader rejects, the
game ends, the first trader earns zero, and the second and the third trader earn the one euro initial capital.
When the second trader accepts, the first trader sells the asset and earns ten euros. The asset is then
offered to the third trader in the sequence at a price P3 ¼ 10  P2 , i.e., P3 2 f102 ; 103 ; 104 ; 105 ; 106 g.
When the third trader rejects, the game ends, the second trader earns zero, and the third trader earns the
one euro initial capital. When the third trader accepts, the second trader sells the asset and earns ten euros.
The third trader buys the asset even though being last in the sequence and is unable to resell. Thus, the
third trader loses the one euro initial capital and earns zero

2.2 Speculation elicitation task (SET)
The SET is based on the bubble game introduced by Moinas and Pouget (2013) and
consists of a sequential market of three traders. Starting with a one euro initial
capital endowment, each trader can either accept or reject to buy an asset with a
fundamental value equal to zero for the price offered (see Fig. 1). If a trader accepts
to buy at a price P, she invests one euro initial capital—the remaining amount is
financed by an external financier—and automatically offers the asset to the next
trader in the sequence for a price that is ten times higher, 10  P. The trader earns
ten euro if the next trader decides to buy and loses her investment if the next trader
rejects to buy or if no next trader exists. If a trader rejects to buy, she and all
subsequent traders keep their one euro initial capital.
For example, the first trader in line decides to buy the asset for P ¼ 1000 paying
the one euro initial capital. Then, she offers the asset to the second trader in the
sequence for P ¼ ð10  1000 ¼Þ10;000 who decides to buy as well paying her one
euro initial capital. As an immediate consequence, the first trader earns ten euro.
The second trader now offers the asset for P ¼ ð10  10  1000 ¼Þ100;000 to the
third trader. The third trader however rejects the offer. Hence, the second trader
holds a worthless asset and lost her investment while the third trader keeps her
initial capital. To summarize, the payoffs are ten euro for the first trader, zero euro
for the second trader and one euro for the third trader.
Traders have no information about their position in the sequence, i.e., each trader
has an equal chance of being either first, second or third in the sequence. The price
reveals information about a trader’s position in the sequence though. The price
offered to the trader in the first position is randomly drawn from a set P1 2
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Table 1 The SET-score
Buy at or below price

Never

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

Probability of being last (%)

0

0

0

23.08

28.57

46.15

57.14

100

SET-score

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Frequency (%)

4.92

4.92

12.88

32.58

35.23

8.33

1.14

0.00

Average earnings

3.00

3.85

4.85

4.63

4.54

4.73

1.00

The table shows the possible prices to buy for, the probability of being last given the buy price, the SETscore based on the rank of prices, and finally the distribution of SET-scores for all 264 subjects (S1–S9).
Additionally, the last row reports average earnings from the SET only separated by SET-score

f100 ; 101 ; 102 ; 103 ; 104 g with a known triangular distribution.13 The price offered to
the second trader in the sequence is then P2 ¼ P1  10, and the price offered to the
third trader is P3 ¼ P2  10 ¼ P1  100. Thus, for any price offered, Bayes’ rule
provides the probabilities of being first, second or third in the trading sequence.
Note that for an offer P ¼ 106 the probability of being last is equal to one. Under
common rationality, backward induction rules out a Nash equilibrium with positive
prices (see Moinas and Pouget 2013). Hence, independent of whether the traders
know their position in the sequence, neither trader accepts an offer to buy. Note that
buy decisions are made simultaneously and independently in a one-shot setting.
Hence, subjects have no further information on the actions of other traders in their
sequence.
To develop the SET design, we modified the bubble game of Moinas and Pouget
(2013) in two ways. First, instead of presenting the subjects with one buy decision at
a particular price, we elicited subjects’ buy decision for each price possible given
the set of initial prices equal to P1 2 f100 ; 101 ; 102 ; 103 ; 104 g. This implies a set of
offered prices equal to P 2 f100 ; 101 ; 102 ; 103 ; 104 ; 105 ; 106 g. To elicit a buy
decision at each price in this set we asked each subject ‘‘Do you want to buy the
asset at 1,000,000?,’’ ‘‘Do you want to buy the asset at 100,000?,’’…, ‘‘Do you want
to buy the asset at 1?’’14 Note that in order to facilitate backward induction we
started with the highest possible price for which a buy decision immediately leads to
zero payoff. The SET therefore provides a clear switching price PS for which a
subject rejects to buy at prices P [ PS and accepts to buy at prices P  PS . Our SETscore is defined by the rank of the switching price PS as shown in Table 1. A low
SET-score reflects a low propensity to speculate while a high SET-score indicates a
high propensity to speculate.15
13
For higher prices an external financial investor pays the difference. Earnings are divided between the
financial investor and the participant such that the participant always earns 10 euro. See Moinas and
Pouget (2013) for details.
14

See online appendix A for the exact SET instructions and a screenshot of the task.

15

Finer SET-score scales can easily be created by increasing the cap on P1 , but doing so is a two-edged
sword. On the one hand, more levels allow for a more elaborate scale as more decisions are made and
more heterogeneity in speculation becomes possible. On the other hand, a design with many levels might
include superfluous decisions and would take up too much time.
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As a second change we tripled the opportunity costs for speculation, i.e. the
starting capital, to three euro. In pilot tests with the original payment scheme we
found that the distribution of SET-scores had a strong negative skew toward higher
values, indicating a generally high propensity to speculate. Subjects needed to
presume only a small winning probability to let the expected earnings from buying
exceed one euro. With our calibration of the starting capital to three euro, subjects
have to presume a winning probability of at least 3/10, which provides more
heterogeneity in SET-scores and therefore allows us to better differentiate between
speculative behavior for the composition of markets (see below).16
After subjects entered the lab, we first explained the basics of the SET by reading
the instructions for the one shot game aloud (see online appendix A.1), followed by
on-screen comprehension questions (see online appendix A.2). We allowed several
attempts to answer each question, but a subject could only move on to the next
question once the current question had been answered correctly. Then the correct
answers were publicly announced and thoroughly explained. After having explained
the basics of the SET, we provided the procedural instructions on the subjects’
screen (see online appendix A.3). These instructions made clear that the game had
to be played not for one but for all possible prices, and that one price would be
randomly chosen to calculate their earnings. We clearly indicated that these onscreen instructions were the same for all subjects. To get a consistent buy decision
for the whole list of prices, we clearly communicated that if subjects decide to buy
at a certain price PS , they are assumed to also buy for each price below PS . We
allowed subjects to check and revise their decisions before confirming their final
decision. The final payoff for a subject i was calculated as follows. First, one of the
seven prices was randomly drawn with equal probability to be the price the trader
faced. Second, subject i’s position was randomly drawn. Third, the remaining two
positions were filled with two randomly drawn subjects j and k from the subjects in
the room. Subject i’s payoff was calculated on the basis of all the three subjects’
decisions.17 Finally, after the SET task was administered, we asked subjects to
estimate how many subjects in their session buy for a particular price (or lower).
This belief elicitation task was incentivized (see online appendix A.4). Note that the
subjects received information about their payoff from the SET at the end of the
experiment, i.e. after the asset market and after the questionnaire. Hence, the
subjects did not know that the other subjects in a market had similar SET-scores.
2.3 Asset markets (SSW sessions and LNP sessions)
To consider the effect of speculation on overpricing, we make use of the asset
market design introduced in SSW. We chose the SSW design for several reasons.
First, the SSW is known to produce overpricing and price bubbles (Palan 2013),
16
In fact, with opportunity costs of three euro the distribution of SET-scores shifted more toward the
center. The results from the pilot with one euro starting capital are available upon request.
17

Example: Suppose P ¼ 1000 was drawn for subject i (suppose i chose to buy), and suppose i is drawn
to be number 2 in line. Then we look at the decision of subject j for P ¼ 100 (suppose j chose to buy) and
of subject k for P ¼ 10;000 (suppose k chose not to buy). Now the payoff for subject i is calculated
according the decisions of all three (which is zero as k rejected to buy and i purchased from j).
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Fig. 2 SET-score histograms and cumulative densities, S1–S9. Notes Graph shows SET-score
histograms (top row) and cumulative densities (bottom row) for the three different markets (L, M, H).
Data is averaged over all nine sessions (S1–S9). Medians are indicated by the long vertical lines

which provides room for speculation and hence scope for different market
compositions to take effect. Second, as explained in Sect. 1, the speculative
rationale in the SET and the SSW is similar (see also Moinas and Pouget 2013),
which allows for inference on the role of speculation in overpricing. Third, the SSW
design has a long tradition in experimental finance and remains the most commonly
employed market environment (Haruvy et al. 2014), which facilitates comparison to
earlier studies and placement in the literature. Fourth, the market environment by
LNP is based on the SSW.
We compare markets composed of subjects with high speculative behavior, i.e.
subjects who scored high in the SET, to markets composed of subjects with low
speculative behavior, i.e. subjects who scored low in the SET. In each session, we
compose markets as follows. We ranked the elicited SET-scores, split them in three
groups and assigned them to three markets. The 10 subjects with the highest SETscores, representing those subjects within the session population with the highest
propensity to speculate, were assigned to one market, henceforth ‘‘H-market’’. The
10 subjects with the lowest SET-scores, representing the subjects within the session
population with the lowest propensity to speculate, were assigned to another market,
henceforth ‘‘L-market’’. The remaining subjects were assigned to a third market
with medium SET-scores, henceforth ‘‘M-market’’. Due to no-shows, the M-markets of Sessions S1 and S7 contained 8 subjects while the M-markets of Sessions S5
and S6 contained 9 subjects. Tied SET-scores were randomly assigned to one of
either markets. Subjects did not know how markets were composed.18 Hence, we
18

In line with previous studies, e.g., Cheung et al. (2014) and Levine et al. (2014), subgroups are
composed without public knowledge on the determinants of selection. This ensures that our treatment
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are able to compare the performance of three asset markets using the SSW design,
differentiated by the population’s individual speculation behavior into L-, M- and
H-markets, leaving all other parameters constant.
The average (median) SET-scores in SSW sessions for the L-, M-, and H-markets
are 2.2 (2), 3.4 (3), and 4.3 (4) respectively while for LNP sessions the SET-scores
were 1.5 (2), 3.1 (3) and 4.2 (4) respectively. Using Cuzick’s trend tests to test for a
trend in SET-scores from the L- (through the M-) to the H-markets, we can reject
the Null that no trend from L to H exists in each session in favor of the alternative
that SET-scores increases from L to H (p\:001). Comparing only the L-markets to
the H-markets, a Mann Whitney U test confirms statistically significant differences
in SET-scores for each individual session as well (p\:001). Figure 2 shows the
distribution of SET-scores in the three market environments over all nine sessions.
Due to the experimental implementation of the market allocation facility we could
not guarantee an overlap of SET-scores across markets, in particular between
market L and M, and M and L. However, there is a clear difference between market
L and H as the highest SET-score in the L-markets is 4 with only 1% of the
distribution while the lowest SET-score in the H-market is 3 with only 2% of the
distribution.
Before trading, subjects had a neutral trial period of 5 min to get used to the
trading platform.19 After the trial period subjects entered the market. Endowed with
2500 francs and two shares, subjects were able to trade shares in 15 double-auction
trading periods. Each period lasted 3 min, and francs and shares carried over from
period to period. At the end of every period, each share paid a dividend of 0, 8, 28,
or 60 francs with equal probability; note that in each of the three markets in the
same session the shares pay the same dividends. Since the expected dividend equals
24 francs in every period, the fundamental value in period t equals 24  ð16  tÞ,
i.e. 360 francs in period 1, 336 francs in period 2, … and 24 francs in period 15.
After period 15, the shares remain worthless and the francs were transferred to euros
at a rate of one euro for 300 francs.
In SSW sessions, traders were able to buy AND sell shares (see online appendix
B.1). In LNP sessions we prohibited speculation as traders were either able to buy
OR to sell shares in line with LNP’s NoSpec treatments (see online appendix B.2).
As instructions were almost similar to SSW, overpricing can only be explained by
expectations about the dividend draws but not by speculation. To assign a trader his
or her role as either buyer or seller we ranked subjects within each market on their
SET-score. Subjects with uneven ranks were assigned the role of buyer while
subjects with even ranks were assigned the role of seller.20
In the LNP market environment, we expect to see no differences between
markets and hence the Null hypothesis (no speculation) is that prices do not
Footnote 18 continued
variable, the degree of speculative behavior, constitutes the only difference between markets without
influencing the subjects’ beliefs.
19

For instructions see online appendix B.

20

All L-markets and H-markets contained 5 buyers and 5 sellers while the M-markets of Session S5 and
S6 (with 9 traders each) contained 5 buyers and 4 sellers and the M-market of Session S7 (with 8 traders)
contained 4 buyers and 4 sellers.
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systematically differ comparing H-, M-, and L-markets. In the original the SSW
design, however, we expect support for the alternative hypothesis (speculation),
which implies higher overpricing in the H-market than in the M-market and in the
L-market.

3 Experimental results
We present our results in the order of implementation of the tasks, starting with the
SET (Sect. 3.1), proceeding with the trading in the SSW sessions S1–S6 (Sect. 3.2),
and ending with the LNP sessions S7–S9 (Sect. 3.3).
3.1 SET
As shown in Table 1, the SET-score distribution shows that 5% of all subjects chose
not to buy at all while the remaining 95% of participants did buy and thus
speculated on the next trader in line buying as well. Most subjects chose to buy at
prices at or below 1000 yielding an average SET-score of 3.22 (SD 1.25). None of
the subjects chose to buy at the highest possible price P ¼ 106 and only two subjects
chose to buy the asset for a price of 100,000. These results suggest that subjects
understood the game quite well. The average earnings for each SET-score are
shown in the last row of Table 1. The results indicate that speculation pays off in the
SET as earnings are on average higher for speculators.
To investigate whether individual measures explain speculative behavior, we run
an OLS regression with the log SET-scores as dependent variable and demographic
variables together with CRT scores, risk attitudes and beliefs as independent
variables. Specification (1) and (2) in Table 2 show that none of the control
variables is significant.21 The subject’s belief on the buying behavior of fellow
subjects, however, is significantly and positively correlated with a subject’s own
SET-score. Hence, on average, and in accordance with the greater fool theory,
subjects who believe that others choose a higher PS also choose a higher PS
themselves. When a subject believes the subsequent trader to buy at P  P0 , then his
buy price should be at most PS ¼ P0 =10, i.e., a subjects SET-score should be lower
than the expected SET-score of others. Overall, we find that about 85% of all
subjects are within one price step of that optimal response. We discuss this
relationship in more detail in the online appendix, section F.
3.2 Speculation and overpricing in SSW sessions
Figure 3 depicts the median price path for the L-, M-, and H-markets in all SSW
sessions. While some markets trade along the fundamental value, in particular the
L-markets, other markets show severe overpricing, mostly H-markets. Figure 4
provides a clearer picture with respect to the differences between L- and H-markets.
21
Due to technical difficulties with a computer at the end of Session 1, one subject was unable start the
questionnaire. This student is therefore excluded from the regression analysis presented in Table 2.
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Table 2 SET-score regression
S1–S9

Avg. believed SET

(1)

(2)

0.26***

0.25***

(0.02)

(0.02)

CRT

- 0.01
(0.02)

Holt laury

- 0.02
(0.01)

General risk

0.02*
(0.01)

Age

0.01
(0.01)

Male

- 0.04
(0.04)

Foreign

0.04
(0.04)

Economics

- 0.04
(0.04)

Constant

0.35***

0.18

(0.09)

(0.23)

Observations

263

263

R-squared

0.54

0.55

Regressions with the log SET-score as the dependent variable. ‘Avg. believed SET’ is the average
believed SET-score of others elicited at the end of part 1 of the experiment, ‘Foreign’ is a dummy equal to
1 when a subject was born outside The Netherlands, ‘Economics’ is a dummy equal to 1 when a subjects
studies economics. Session dummies are included in the regressions but not reported for sake of display.
The reported results do not change qualitatively when including the remaining risk questions from Dohmen et al. (2005). Heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors in parentheses. ***p\0:01;
**p\0:05; *p\0:1

It shows the per-period median price difference for each session (grey line) together
with the average of all such differences in each period (black line). Positive
differences indicate higher prices for H-markets. As can be seen, almost all
differences are positive. Hence, the two figures clearly show the differences
between L- and H-markets supporting the alternative hypothesis from Sect. 2.3.
We measure the magnitude of overpricing in line with the recent literature using
two measures; geometric deviation (GD), introduced by Powell (2016) and positive
deviation (PD), introduced by Eckel and Füllbrunn (2015). We decided to report
results on GD and PD, because they provide information about overpricing of
markets; we are less interested in measures of mis-pricing like for example
the geometric absolute deviation (GAD). For the interested reader we also provide
further ‘‘bubble measures’’ considered in the literature—GAD, RD, RAD, AB, TD,
boom, turnover—in the online appendix. GD measures the geometric deviation
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Fig. 3 Time series of median transaction prices. Notes Graph shows median prices of individual markets
together with the fundamental value for each period per session

Fig. 4 Difference of median transaction prices comparing L- and H-markets. Notes Each bullet shows
the difference of median period prices between market L and market H in the particular session

from the fundamental value defined as GD ¼

Q

Pt
t FVt

1=15

1 with Pt being the

median price and FVt being the fundamental value in period t. With a GD of 10
( 10)% prices are on average 10% higher (lower) than the average fundamental
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Table 3 Geometric deviation (SET-score mean) positive deviation
Sessionnmarket

L

M

H

S1

9% (2.5) 235

45% (4.0) 1556

48% (4.7) 1292

S2

8% (2.5) 632

6% (3.0) 368

59% (4.2) 2012

S3

50% (2.0) 1444

70% (3.7) 2339

84% (4.2) 2711
106% (4.2) 3050

S4

17% (2.5) 486

102% (3.8) 2537

S5

- 12% (2.2) 89

18% (3.0) 674

56% (4.6) 4777

S6

12% (1.4) 261

23% (3.0) 1045

56% (4.0) 1581

S1–S6

14% (2.2) 524

44% (3.4) 1420

82% (4.3) 2570

Geometric deviation is measured as GD ¼

Q

Pt
t FVt

1=N

1. Positive deviation is the sum of all positive
P
per-period deviations of the median price from the fundamental value, i.e. PD ¼ 15
i¼1 ðPt  FVt ÞPt [ FVt .
Average SET-scores are provided in parentheses

value. PD simply measures the sum of all positive per-period deviations of the
P
median price from the fundamental value, i.e. PD ¼ 15
i¼1 ðPt  FVt ÞPt [ FVt . This
measure looks at the area between the fundamental value and the median price.22
Table 3 reports GD and PD for each market together with the average SET-score.
In each session, overpricing is lower in the L-market than in the H-market. To put
the results into perspective, overpricing is on average about 14% in the L-markets,
while in H-markets overpricing is on average about 82%, i.e., overpricing is almost
six times higher in H-markets than in L-markets. When looking at PD we can also
see that the area in the average H-market is about five times greater than in the
L-market (524 vs. 2570). We moreover find a significant correlation of 72%
(p\:001) and 77% (p\:001) between the average market SET-score and GD and
PD, respectively—neglecting potential session effects.23
To statistically compare the L- and the H-markets, i.e. the markets with the
highest difference in terms of SET-scores, we use a Mann–Whitney U test
comparing six L-markets and six H-markets. We find a significant difference for GD
(p ¼ :006) and PD (p ¼ :006), and for almost all additional bubble measures (see
online appendix). Hence, overpricing is significantly higher in the H-markets than in
the L-markets. Further on, Table 3 suggests a clear trend from the L-, through the
M-, to the H-markets. In some sessions the differences in SET-scores between
markets are quite small. For these sessions it is not surprising that the overpricing
measures are quite close to each other. We therefore use the combined data from the
22

The literature sometimes uses the average and sometimes the median period price as the relevant unit
to calculate the bubble measures. We chose the median period price to reduce the influence of outliers.
However, our results do not qualitatively change when using mean transaction prices instead of median
transaction prices.
23

To test whether CRT (among others Bosch-Rosa et al. 2015) or risk preferences (among others Eckel
and Füllbrunn 2015) play a role in overpricing we also look at correlations between CRT and GD (PD)
and general risk and GD (PD). The four correlations are all below 18% and not significant. Hence, CRT
and general risk are barely correlated with overpricing.
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SSW sessions to evaluate the Null that GDL  GDM  GDH against the alternative
that GDL \GDM \GDH . Using Cuzick’s trend test we can reject the Null indicating
a significant trend in overpricing (p ¼ 0:003). The same holds for using similar tests
for PD (p ¼ 0:002) and for most of the other measures (see online appendix).
Hence, overpricing is increasing in the average propensity to speculate.
To understand whether subjects’ beliefs can explain price patterns and whether
differences between market types exist, we asked the subjects to predict the average
price for the upcoming period.24 For the first period prediction we find no evidence
for a relationship with the SET-score: the Spearman coefficient between SET-score
and first period prediction equals 0.061 (n ¼ 177, p ¼ 0:413). Consequently, we
also do not find a treatment effect comparing L-, M-, and H-markets (Kruskal–
Wallis, p ¼ 0:582, corrected for ties).25
We can also look at the prediction errors of subjects, i.e. how well the subjects
predict the price in a period. Therefore, we first derive the subject prediction error
measured as the sum of distances between the prediction and the average period
price for each subject. We then use the median of all subject prediction errors in a
market, the ‘market prediction error’ (MPE), as the relevant unit of observation. To
compare the MPE across market types, we test whether the MPE in the L-markets
equals the MPE in the H-markets. Using a Wilcoxon signed rank test, we can reject
this hypothesis indicating that the prediction errors are higher in H-markets than in
L-markets (p ¼ 0:046). However, if subjects follow an adaptive learning model in
such market environments, as suggested by Haruvy et al. (2007), then the prediction
errors should be higher in markets with overpricing and a crash. And indeed this is
what we find: the correlation coefficient between market prediction error and GD
equals 0.746 (p\0:001, n ¼ 18).
Finally, we look at the predictions over time. It seems that the subjects’
predictions can best be modeled by an adaptive learning model. We find that in the
L-, M- and H-markets both adaptive beliefs and anchoring on the fundamental value
can explain price predictions. However, the relative importance of anchoring on the
fundamental value decreases in the average market SET-score, i.e. anchoring on the
fundamental value seems more important in the L-markets than in the H-markets. In
particular, we find that subjects fail to correctly predict the market crash. Section F
in the online appendix provides details on the analysis on beliefs.
To summarize, as predictions seem to follow lagged prices, prediction errors are
higher in markets with overpricing than in markets without overpricing. This
complicates a comparison of treatments with regard to beliefs, because we cannot
disentangle price trajectories and the market type.

24
We applied the protocol from Eckel and Füllbrunn (2015) but asked for the next period only, in line
with SSW. Find the instructions in the online appendix.
25
Median predictions for the first period transaction price were 379, 421 and 373 for the L-, M- and
H-markets respectively.
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Fig. 5 Median transaction price distance to fundamental value, S5–S7. Notes Distance between median
transaction prices and the fundamental value (FV) for markets L, M, and H of Sessions S5–S7

3.3 No speculation treatment in LNP sessions
LNP made an interesting observation; they report that even in asset markets in
which speculation is excluded by design—subjects in the role of buyers can only
buy and subjects in the role of sellers can only sell—overpricing does occur. Hence,
speculative motives cannot drive overpricing in such markets. As a consequence,
market compositions with respect to SET-scores should have no effect. If we would
find such an effect, however, the SET-score would also measure something other
than purely speculative behavior. To test this, we run three additional sessions with
the same protocol as in the SSW sessions but with the only exception that traders
were allowed to either only buy or only sell assets, similar to the NoSpec treatment
in LNP. Figure 5 shows the median prices and the the fundamental value in LNP
sessions. We can see that prices are almost all above or close to the fundamental
value which is in line with LNP; however, the effect is smaller than in LNP. Overall,
Fig. 5 shows no relationship between SET-scores and overpricing—in particular,
we do not find the same relationship as in the SSW session. However, in comparison
to SSW sessions the overpricing measures are less reliable, because the number of
trades is relatively low (the number of trades is quite high at the beginning, but
becomes small after some periods). There are also some periods without trading.
Hence, the trading measures should be treated with caution.
In many dimensions our results are close to the original findings. For example,
prices are mostly above fundamental values. In terms of trading volume, the results
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from our LNP sessions are relatively close to those found in the LNP article. We
find that in those sessions on average 86% of possible trades are executed whereas
LNP find that between 80 and 90% of trades are executed. However, we also see
less overpricing in our LNP sessions in comparison to the observations from LNP.
We think that this is due to a different parametrization. Our LNP sessions are
designed to be close to our SSW sessions. LNP have less traders (n = 7/8 vs. n = 9/
10), more shares (total 80 vs. 20), different endowments (either cash or shares vs.
cash and shares), less periods (12 vs. 15), and different dividend payments ({20,40}
vs {0, 8, 28, 60}).
One reason for lower overpricing in our LNP sessions might be that LNP had
thicker markets (more shares), which allowed for more trading opportunities.
Furthermore, if traders have a preference for a balanced portfolio, then traders in
LNP aim to either buy shares, when they were endowed with cash only or aim to get
cash by selling shares, when they were endowed with shares only. In our LNP
sessions, traders were endowed with both and have thus less motivation to trade.
Another explanation might be that the SET was administered at the beginning of the
experimental sessions, which could have made backward induction more salient in
our LNP sessions. This, however, would also apply to the SSW sessions, where we
see strong overpricing. Moreover, administering the SET at the beginning of the
session applies to all treatments. The crucial result is that we see no systematic
difference between the L-, M- and H-markets which supports the notion that
speculative tendencies do not drive overpricing in LNP sessions.

4 Discussion and conclusion
Our results seem to indicate that indeed the speculative trading behavior of market
subjects plays a role in overpricing and the formation of price bubbles. Of course,
this is not to say that other factors might not play a role as well. We readily
acknowledge the existence of many determinants for overpricing, many of which
are unrelated to speculative behavior. Moreover, our definition of speculative
behavior, namely a trader’s SET-score, hinges on the assumption that the
speculative reasoning in the SET (along the lines of the QRE and noise trader
theory) also applies to trading in asset markets based on the SSW design. Although
a full investigation is beyond the scope of our paper (and might be addressed in
future work), many aspects of our results lend credibility to this assumption.
Firstly, as shown in table A.3 in the online appendix, we see an increasing
importance of market pressure (defined as the number of bids minus the number of
asks in a period) on price changes moving from the L- to the H-markets. In other
words, the higher one’s SET-score, the more likely one deems future capital gains,
which translates to excess market pressure. As the QRE predicts, high SET-score
individuals assume higher error rates among fellow traders leading to higher
expected capital gains; this finding is consistent with similar arguments offered for
speculation in the SSW design by LNP and Plott (1991). Moreover, this rationale
directly translates to simulation models used in the experimental literature to
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identify speculative trading patterns in the SSW design (e.g. Baghestanian et al.
2015), which are based on noise trader theory (De Long et al. 1990a).
The bubble game is based on the centipede game, where players are able to
extract higher rents from the experimenter through coordination. Although this is
not an equilibrium strategy one could argue that the SET measures coordination
rather than speculation. Specifically, when all subjects in the SET buy the asset at all
prices, the expected average payoff is higher than not buying at all, namely 6.36
versus 3 euro in the Nash equilibrium. However, if the SET measures a tendency to
coordinate, then this should have no effect on overpricing or on bubble formation in
the SSW design, because in SSW markets traders trade against each other: if one
traders wins, another trader automatically loses; a feature that is not present in the
SET. Hence, as coordination cannot explain overpricing or bubble formation in both
the SET and the SSW design, we do not think that coordination drives our results.
Another alternative explanation for our results might be that the SET captures a
failure to backward induct rather than speculative trading strategies. However, we
do not think this is the case in our experiment. Firstly, we have made backward
induction salient in our test questions as well as by starting the price list in the SET
elicitation procedure at the highest possible price. Moreover, as the results in section
F in the online appendix suggest, subjects seem to make a conscious decision
regarding their best possible action given their beliefs about the SET-scores of
others. Specifically, about 85% of subjects buy at most one step away from their
optimal buying price given their beliefs about the SET-score of the other subjects in
their session. Finally, not a single subject bought the asset for the highest possible
price—at which one is sure to be last in the trading sequence—in the SET which
clearly points towards an understanding of the mechanics behind the game.
LNP found overpricing even when buying for resale is not possible (their nonspeculation treatment) meaning that this overpricing must be driven by either riskloving preferences or irrationality in the sense of a violation of dominance (Moinas
and Pouget 2013). Following this result it could be argued that our results, too,
might be the result of irrationality that is correlated with SET-scores. In our final
three ‘robustness check’ sessions in line with LNP, however, we find no correlation
between SET-scores and overpricing. Overall, we can conclude that irrational
behavior is not likely to be the driving force behind our main result. We do not
claim, however, that the speculative behavior measured in the SET is the only
driving force of overpricing in the SSW design. It is well-known that many other
factors might play a role as well (Palan 2013). In that sense our conclusion does not
clash with that of LNP, who write: ‘‘We do not claim that speculation does not occur
in asset markets of this type, merely that speculation is not necessary to cause
departures from fundamental values.’’ Paraphrasing LNP, we do not claim that
speculation is necessary to cause departures from fundamental values, merely that it
does occur in asset markets of this type.
We also observe differences between our results and the SSW price patterns in
the literature; in particular, we find prices to be at or above fundamental value right
from the beginning in almost all markets. One possible explanation for this could be
that administering the SET at the beginning of the session positively affected
subsequent trading behaviour. (Note that our results relating to treatment effects still
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hold, because all subjects in all treatments were exposed to the same sequence.) An
at least equally likely explanation for the early overpricing in our experiment is our
choice of endowment in the SSW design. We opted for a high cash to asset ratio to
give speculation a good chance to produce overpricing, as shown by, e.g., Haruvy
and Noussair (2006) and also Kirchler et al. (2012). The high initial prices in our
SSW sessions are therefore expected and in line with the above mentioned studies
that also implemented high cash to asset ratios.
As Gill et al. (2017) show, it is important whether someone is ranked highest or
lowest in a group. In principle, our SET-score ranking procedure would allow us to
compare the behavior of similar subjects in different setups. For example, subjects
with a SET-score of three might be placed in the M-market or in the H-market.
However, in the M-market such traders would have the highest SET-score, while in
the H-market they have the lowest score. It would be interesting to see if and how
subjects with the same SET-score adjust their trading behaviour to their relative
position in a market.26 Unfortunately, in this paper the number of subjects with
similar SET-scores in both market types is too small to draw reliable conclusions.
We therefore have to leave this interesting aspect for future research.
In this paper, we test whether speculative behavior of traders affects overpricing
in experimental asset markets. To capture speculative behavior at the individual
level, we introduced a new measure—the SET-score derived from the speculation
elicitation task (SET)—based on the bubble game (Moinas and Pouget 2013). The
SET can be easily implemented in the laboratory (in about 15–20 min) and provides
a simple and easy-to-interpret score.27
We find that overpricing is higher in markets composed of traders with a high
individual propensity to speculate than in markets composed of traders with a low
propensity to speculate (provided the possibility of speculation is not excluded by
design as in one of our robustness checks). Hence, we were able to provide evidence
that individual speculative trading behavior adds to overpricing and the formation of
asset market bubbles.
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